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Bracelet made of round lace 
and big hole Rocailles
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level of difficultytime required 
45 minutes

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Used items:

1   At first, cut off 25 cm of the both 1m leather laces long. Hold flush the 
two 75 cm and the both 25 cm long leather laces and fix them with some 
wire.

2   Thread 16 big hole Rocailles, diametrically opposed, on each of the  
25 cm long leather laces and tie the ends with a knot.

3   With both of the long leather laces tie a reef knot over the short ones.

4   Knot the Rocailles successively as follows:
Slide the first Rocaille on the narrow side of the reef knot and knot the 
first half of the next reef knot. Slide the opposite Rocaille upwards and 
knot the second half of the reef knot.

Shades of blue
83 018 04 Round lace of goatskin, 1.5 mm ø     2 meters
14 799 386 Rocailles-mix with big hole, 5.5 mm ø
24 068 00 Special wire to thread beads ø 0,30 mm
22 589 21 Magnetic clasp, stainless steel, 1.7 cm ø 1 piece
33 397 00 Glue for jewellery

Shades of pink
83 018 03 Round lace of goatskin, 1.5 mm ø
14 799 264 Rocailles-mix with big hole, 5.5 mm ø

Additionally you need:
89 543 00 Wire cutter for jewellery 13 cm
89 378 00 Craft scissors

Instructions:

5   Knot successively and alternately all further Rocailles .
Hint: Push firmly the Rocailles upwards. At the end, set a last reef knot 
without beads. Define the desired bracelet length, if necessary knot 1-2 
Rocailles more.

6   Fix the end with some wire and cut off the rest. Fix the both ends at the 
closure with some glue for jewellery and let it harden for 12 hours.




